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Abstract
An in-depth understanding of gas transport in ultra-tight porous media is the key to quantifying
flow properties of shale rocks with pore space as small as a few nanometers, where the gas rar-
efaction effects play a major role. As the conventional fluid mechanics theory fails to describe
non-equilibrium rarefied flow, we resort to the gas kinetic theory and directly simulate gas flow
inside the porous media utilising the digital images of porous media where the pore space is re-
solved. The Boltzmann model equation is solved by the discrete velocity method (DVM), which
can accurately predict the permeability enhancement caused by rarefaction effects. Our simula-
tions for different porous media show that the commonly-used standard lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM) cannot describe rarefaction effects, although the kinetic boundary condition, which helps
to capture velocity-slip, can extend the validity of the LBM to the slip flow regime. The heuristic
Klinkenberg-type models proposed for all the flow regimes often involve many unknown empirical
parameters, which may be calibrated by our simulations. However, these parameters are different
for each porous medium and also depend on flow conditions, so these models are not of any prac-
1
tical use. By contrast, our kinetic solver can accurately predict apparent permeability without
introducing any empirical parameters, which lays firm foundation for upscaling. As the large flow
paths with least flow resistance dominate the overall permeability, the requirement on the velocity-
space resolution is significantly reduced for our DVM simulations to predict accurate permeability
with affordable computational costs, which offers a promising new way for digital rock analysis.
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1. Introduction1
Although the unconventional gases accounted for 40% of the recoverable resources of natural2
gas [1], their production contributed only 14% of nature gas supply in 2010. The share of un-3
conventional gases in the nature gas provision is expected to rise to 21% and 32% in 2020 and4
2035, respectively [2]. However, the production of unconventional gases poses an unprecedented5
challenge to reservoir engineers, as gas transport in unconventional reservoirs, such as shale rocks,6
is poorly understood [3, 4]. Owning to extremely low permeability and complex flow paths with7
micro/nano-scale pore space, the conventional fluid dynamics theory fails to capture important8
rarefaction effects.9
When gas molecules collide frequently with pore surface in comparison with the collisions10
among themselves, gas rarefaction effects become significant thus influence gas transport in the11
porous media. The rarefaction level can be indicated by the Knudsen number Kn, defined as the12
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ratio of the molecular mean free path λ to the characteristic flow length L, i.e.13
Kn =
λ
L
, (1)
where λ = µ(Tˆ0)p¯
√
piRTˆ0
2 , and R, p¯ and µ(Tˆ0) are the specific gas constant, mean gas pressure and14
dynamic viscosity at a reference temperature Tˆ0, respectively. According to Kn, gas flows can15
be roughly categorized into four regimes: continuum (Kn < 0.001), slip (0.001 < Kn < 0.1),16
transition (0.1 < Kn < 10) and free-molecular (Kn > 10) flow regimes. The Navier-Stokes17
equations are only applicable in the continuum flow regime and their validity might be extended18
to the slip flow regime by introducing velocity-slip boundary condition at the solid surfaces [5, 6].19
In the transition and free molecular flow regimes, the linear constitutive relations as assumed in20
the Navier-Stokes equations are no longer valid [7].21
To predict the gas permeability through tight porous media where the Knudsen number is22
non-negligible, rarefaction effects which enhance permeability should be taken into account. In-23
deed, the Darcy’s law was first extended to the slip regime (Kn < 0.1), i.e. the Klinkenberg24
model, by considering gas velocity-slip at surface [8]. Recently, more models have been proposed25
to further extend the Klinkenberg slip-flow correction to all the flow regimes by implementing26
the second-order velocity-slip boundary condition or the so-called Knudsen diffusion mechanism27
[9–12]. However, these flow models include many empirical parameters that are difficult to be28
determined experimentally, theoretically or numerically.29
The gas kinetic theory approach is indispensable to describe gas flow in all the flow regimes.30
As direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is extremely expensive for simulating low-31
speed flows in tight porous media [13], the kinetic model equations such as Bhatnagar-Gross-32
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Krook (BGK) [14], ellipsoidal-statistical BGK (ES-BGK) [15] or Shakhov (S) [16] model, can be33
solved to provide accurate results to unravel gas transport mechanisms at the pore scale. Among34
various numerical methods for solving the Boltzmann model equations, lattice Boltzmann model35
(LBM) [17] is well developed and extensively used for modelling flows in porous media thanks36
to the ease of boundary implementation on complex surfaces [18–22]. Although the conventional37
LBM can be derived from the BGK equation, it fails to capture rarefaction effects in simple flows38
due to limited number of discrete velocities [23, 24]. It is demonstrated that considerably high-39
order LBMs with more discrete velocities are needed to capture the Knudsen paradox phenomena40
in a straight channel [25]. Therefore, accuracy of the conventional LBM for porous media flows41
in the transition and free-molecular regimes is still questionable, and higher-order LBMs, which42
are a special form of discrete velocity method (DVM) [26, 27], are required. All flow regimes in43
capillaries of various cross sections have been accurately predicted by DVM [28–32].44
Here, we will directly solving the BGK kinetic equation using DVM and LBM for rarefied45
gas flows through porous media at the pore scale where the detailed flow paths are obtained from46
finely-resolved digital images. So we can predict gas permeability directly to avoid many unknown47
empirical parameters. The results will show how rarefaction affects the apparent permeability and48
provide vital information for reservoir simulations.49
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The governing equation and numerical50
methods are described in Section 2. Section 3 briefly introduces the heuristic models on perme-51
ability correction that are commonly used in literature. The numerical results are presented and52
compared with the heuristic models in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.53
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2. Kinetic model and numerical methods54
The Boltzmann equation, which is the cornerstone of rarefied gas dynamics, describes the55
temporal tˆ and spatial xˆ evolution of the distribution function fˆ (xˆ, vˆ, tˆ) of gas molecules with the56
velocity vˆ, i.e.57
∂ fˆ
∂tˆ
+ vˆ · ∂ fˆ
∂xˆ
= I
(
fˆ , fˆ∗
)
, (2)
where the Boltzmann collision integral I ( fˆ , fˆ∗) represents the rate at which the distribution func-58
tion varies before collision fˆ and after collision ( fˆ∗). Because of the complex five-fold inte-59
gral I and multidimensional phase space (3D in the physical domain, 3D in the velocity domain60
and additional 1D in temporal domain for unsteady flows), numerical solution of this nonlinear61
integro-differential equation for any realistic flow problems is difficult and tremendously expen-62
sive in terms of computational costs. Therefore, the collision integral I is usually simplified by a63
relaxation-time collision model for the most engineering applications.64
The linearised BGK equation is one of such simplified Boltzmann model equations, which65
can be employed to describe low-speed gas flows in tight porous media. The distribution function66
is linearised in the standard manner as fˆ = ˆfeq(1 + h) [33], where the Maxwellian distribution67
function ˆfeq is given below,68
fˆeq =
nˆeq
(2piRTˆ0)3/2
exp
(
− |vˆ|
2
2RTˆ0
)
, (3)
where the global equilibrium number density nˆeq is related to the mean gas pressure by the ideal69
gas law nˆeq = p¯/mRTˆ0, in which m is the molecular mass. Therefore, the (dimensionless) per-70
turbed distribution function h(x,v) is governed by the linearised BGK equation as71
∂h
∂t
+ v · ∂h
∂x
= −1
τ
(
h − heq) , (4)
5
where the perturbed equilibrium distribution function heq is determined by72
heq = % + 2u · v + T
(
|v|2 − 3
2
)
, (5)
and the dimensionless relaxation time is defined as73
τ =
µ(Tˆ0)/p¯
L/vm
=
2Kn√
pi
. (6)
The following dimensionless quantities (denoted by omitting "hat" in the notations of the cor-74
responding dimensional ones) are used75
t =
tˆ
L/vm
, x =
xˆ
L
, v =
vˆ
vm
, f =
fˆ
nˆeq/v3m
, (7)
where vm =
√
2RTˆ0 is the most probable speed.76
2.1. Lattice Boltzmann method77
The standard LBM can be considered as a specific finite difference scheme on uniform grid78
of the BGK equation (4) [34]. If we project the continuum molecular velocity into a specific set79
of discretised velocity v(k) (k = 1,2, ..,N ), and then integrate discrete version of Eq. (4) along the80
characteristic line, i.e. direction of the discrete velocity, we obtain81
hk (x+v(k)∆t, t+∆t)−hk (x, t) = −∆t2τ
[
hk (x + v(k)∆t, t + ∆t) − heqk (x + v(k)∆t, t + ∆t) + hk (x, t) − heqk (x, t)
]
.
(8)
Define h˜k = hk + ∆t2τ
[
hk − heqk
]
, then we have82
hk =
2τ
2τ + ∆t
h˜k +
∆t
2τ + ∆t
heqk . (9)
Eq. (8) can be transformed into (representing use h˜k instead of hk)83
h˜k (x + v(k)∆t, t + ∆t) − h˜k (x, t) = − 2∆t2τ + ∆t
[
h˜k (x, t) − heqk (x, t)
]
. (10)
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Define the effective relaxation time τ˜ = 12 +
τ
∆t , then84
h˜k (x + v(k)∆t, t + ∆t) − h˜k (x, t) = −1
τ˜
[
h˜k (x, t) − heqk (x, t)
]
. (11)
One major feature of the standard LBM is on-lattice, i.e. the discretised molecular speed |v(k) | is85
chosen to be equal to the grid size in the corresponding direction if ∆t = 1. The lattice models of86
D2Q9 and D3Q19 are used for 2D and 3D simulations, respectively, in this study.87
2.2. Discrete velocity method88
DVM is one of the most common deterministic approaches to solve the Boltzmann equation89
and its simplified models [26, 27], which projects the continuous molecular velocity space v into90
a set of fixed Nv-discrete velocities v(k) (k = 1,2, ..,Nv). Consequently, the BGK equation (4)91
is replaced by a system of Nv-independent equations. Since only the steady-state solution is of92
interest, the time-derivative term in Eq. (4) can be omitted in the DVM simulation, i.e.93
v(k) · ∂hk
∂x
= −1
τ
(
hk − heqk
)
. (12)
The upwind schemes are used to approximate the spatial derivatives of the advection term, e.g. the94
gradient component of h at the fluid point x projected in the x j coordinate axis ( j = 1,2,3) is95
evaluated as follows96
∂h(x,v)
∂x j
≈ D(h(x,v)) j = sgn(v j )[C0h(x,v) + C1h(x − sgn(v j )∆xi j ,v) + C2h(x − sgn(v j )2∆xi j ,v)],
(13)
where sgn, ∆x and i j are the sign (signum) function, the constant grid size, and the unit vector of97
the x j coordinate axis, respectively. The constants (C0,C1,C2) are equal to (1.5,−2,0.5)/∆x for98
the second-order-accurate scheme and (1,−1,0)/∆x for the first-order-accurate scheme. In this99
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study, the second-order-accurate scheme is used by default while the first-order-accurate scheme100
is automatically deployed if the previous grid point in the v j-direction is located on the solid101
surface or the outer boundary faces. The Cartesian velocity grid generated by half-range Gauss-102
Hermit quadrature is employed in this study [35]. In the forthcoming sections, we use D2QNv (or103
D3QNv) to denote the DVM simulations using the discrete velocity set of Nv points in a 2D (or104
3D) problem.105
2.3. Boundary conditions106
Boundary conditions for the BGK equation should be specified at the pore surfaces and the107
outer faces of a porous medium. Gas-surface interaction is modeled by the Maxwell diffuse-108
specular reflection, i.e.109
h (v | v · n > 0) = αt %s (n) + (1 − αt ) h (v − 2n(v · n)), (14)
where n, %s,αt are the normal unit vector of the solid surface, the perturbed gas number density on110
the solid surface, and the tangential momentum accommodation coefficient (TMAC), respectively.111
TMAC represents the diffuse portion of the reflected molecules, e.g. fully diffuse or fully specular112
reflection corresponds to αt = 1 or αt = 0 respectively. This study uses the diffuse boundary113
condition αt = 1 at the solid surfaces for both the DVM and LBM simulations [36, 37]. The114
perturbed gas number density on the solid surface is computed from the non-penetration condition,115
i.e. zero-mass flux through the solid surface116
%s (n) = −
∫
v·n<0 v · n exp
(
−|v|2
)
h dv∫
v·n>0 v · n exp
(−|v|2) dv . (15)
A porous medium can be constructed by the periodic replica of the representative elementary117
volume, e.g. a rectangular cuboid with the edge length, width and height of L1, L2, and L3 in118
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the x1, x2, and x3 directions. It is convenient to take the size of computational domain of a119
representative elementary volume in the stream-wise ( xˆ1) direction. The characteristic flow length120
L = L1 = xˆmax1 − xˆmin1 is used to define the Knudsen number by Eq. (1). At the inlet (x1 = xmin1 )121
and the outlet (x1 = xmax1 ), the periodic condition [31] representing the pressure gradient is applied122
for gas entering the computational domain by assuming that the pressure gradient only exists in123
the x1-direction, i.e.124
h
(
xmin1 , x2, x3,v1,v2,v3
)
= 1 + h
(
xmax1 , x2, x3,v1,v2,v3
)
, when v1 > 0,
h
(
xmax1 , x2, x3,v1,v2,v3
)
= −1 + h
(
xmin1 , x2, x3,v1,v2,v3
)
, when v1 < 0.
(16)
At the lateral outer faces of the porous medium, the plane-symmetric boundary conditions are125
implemented by the specular reflection126
h
(
x1, xmin2 , x3,v1,v2,v3
)
= h
(
x1, xmin2 , x3,v1,−v2,v3
)
, when v2 > 0,
h
(
x1, xmax2 , x3,v1,v2,v3
)
= h
(
x1, xmax2 , x3,v1,−v2,v3
)
, when v2 < 0,
h
(
x1, x2, xmin3 ,v1,v2,v3
)
= h
(
x1, x2, xmin3 ,v1,v2,−v3
)
, when v3 > 0,
h
(
x1, x2, xmax3 ,v1,v2,v3
)
= h
(
x1, x2, xmax3 ,v1,v2,−v3
)
, when v3 < 0.
(17)
2.4. Macroscopic variables127
The perturbed number density %, velocity u and temperature T are calculated as the moments128
of the perturbed distribution function h (or h˜) over the velocity space, i.e.129
% =
∫
feqh dv, u =
∫
v feqh dv, T = 23
∫
|v|2 feqh dv−%, (18)
where the dimensionless equilibrium distribution function is given as130
feq = pi−3/2 exp
(
−|v|2
)
. (19)
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The dimensionless apparent permeability k, which is scaled by L2, is calculated as131
k =
Kn√
pi
Gp. (20)
The dimensionless mass flow rate Gp, which is normalized by L2L3∆pˆ/vm, can be calculated from132
the velocity flow field133
Gp = 2
∫ xmax3
xmin3
∫ xmax2
xmin2
u1 (x2, x3) dx2 dx3, (21)
where ∆pˆ is the total pressure drop. The apparent permeability k is calculated every 1000 iterations134
until the following convergence criterion135
 k
(l) − k (l−1000)
k (l)
 < 10−6, (22)
is satisfied, where l is the number of iterations.136
In order to appropriately compare the pore-scale rarefaction effects in different samples of137
various sizes, the effective Knudsen number Knl is defined as138
Knl =
λ
L∗
=
Kn
L∗/L
, (23)
where the average pore size L∗ is defined as139
L∗/L =
√
12k∞

for 2D, L∗/L =
√
8k∞

for 3D. (24)
With this definition, the average pore size L∗ is equal to channel height (or tube radius) in the case140
of ideal 2D (or 3D) porous medium that consists of uniform straight channels (or straight tubes).141
In this study, the intrinsic (liquid) permeability k∞, which depends only on the porous matrix, is142
obtained from the numerical data of k at Kn → 0. The porosity  of a porous model in Eq. (24)143
is determined by the ratio of the number of fluid points to the total number of points, i.e. the144
percentage of voids in the digital image of a porous medium sample.145
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3. Heuristic models on permeability correction146
The intrinsic permeability is a property of the porous medium which can be described by the147
Darcy’s law. But for gas flows, rarefaction effects including velocity-slip and Knudsen diffusion148
will enhance the permeability. To consider the velocity-slip effect, a linear correction for gas149
permeability through an idealized porous medium composed of uniform tubes of radius r was first150
introduced by Klinkenberg [8]151
k
k∞
= 1 +
4cλ
r
= 1 + 4cKnl , (25)
where the proportionality factor c is commonly chosen as unity. The Klinkenberg’s linear correc-152
tion on the effective Knudsen number is usually employed in the following form k/k∞ = 1 + bk/p¯,153
as it is more convenient to correlate the slippage factor bk with measurements. Calibration of the154
Klinkenberg’s slippage factor for tight porous media is discussed in Ref. [12].155
However, in ultra-tight porous media, Knudsen diffusion becomes important as the effective156
Knudsen number Knl can be substantial. Therefore, the Klinkerberg’s linear correction is not157
sufficient. Following the empirical scaling laws proposed by Beskok and Karniadakis for straight158
pipe/tube/channel flows [38], Civan proposed a second-order correction in terms of Knl for tight159
porous media [10]160
k
k∞
= Cr
(
1 +
4Knl
1 + Knl
)
, (26)
where the term in the parentheses derived by correlating velocity slip model with numerical veloc-161
ity profile. The rarefaction coefficient Cr = (1 + αKnl ) accounts for dependence of viscosity on162
the level of rarefaction [38]. The empirical coefficient α is determined by correlating mass flow163
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rate with numerical and experimental data as follows164
α =
1.358
1 + 0.178Kn−0.4348l
. (27)
Here, this second-order correction is referred as the Beskok–Karniadakis–Civan (BKC) model.165
The tortuosity τh of hydraulic preferential flow paths in porous medium is taken into account by166
adjusting the average pore size in Eq. (24), i.e.167
L∗/L =
√
8τhk∞

. (28)
In order to use the above 3D model for 2D porous media, α should be calibrated by channel flows168
rather than pipe flows. For a channel of length-to-height ratio of 20, α is set to be 2.2. In addition,169
the factor of 4 in the last term of Eqs. (25), (26) is replaced by 6 for 2D porous media [38].170
Darabi et al.[11] proposed the apparent permeability function (APF) to consider both the slip171
flow and Knudsen diffusion mechanisms for ultra-tight porous media as172
k
k∞
= 1 +
(
2
αt
− 1
)
4Knl +

τh
(δ′)D f −2
64
3pi
Knl , (29)
where δ′ is the ratio of normalized molecular radius to average pore radius, D f is the fractal173
dimension of the pore surface. The slip term (the second term) in APF is very close to that of174
Klinkenberg model in the case of diffuse accommodation (αt = 1). This is also a linear correction175
in terms of the effective Knudsen number, the same as the Klinkenberg’s model but with greater176
proportional factor owning to the additional Knudsen diffusion term (the third term).177
4. Numerical results and discussions178
4.1. Validation179
We consider the Poiseuille flow in long rectangular channel with length L1, height L2 and180
width L3. Without loss of generality, we can assume L2 ≤ L3. In addition, we consider the181
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channel length is substantially larger than its width (L1  L3) so the end effects can be neglected.182
In practice, the smallest dimension of the channel is taken as the characteristic length (L = L2).183
The reduced mass flow rate G, which normalized by L22L3∆pˆ/vmL1, is related to the dimensionless184
mass flow rate Gp by G = GpL1/L2.185
When the aspect ratio L2/L3 approaches 0, the rectangular channel flow reduces to plane chan-186
nel flow, i.e., flow between two parallel plates. Simulations of plane channel flow are performed187
with DVM D2Q1600, LBM D2Q9 and computational domain of 145 × 7 grid points.188
Figure 1(a) show the the perfect agreement in reduced mass flow rate G obtained by the DVM189
D2Q1600 with one from the linearised BGK model by variational method [39] for the plane190
channel flow (L2/L3 = 0). The LBM D2Q9 gives fairly good agreement with the two mentioned191
approaches until Kn = 0.1 and considerably over-predicts G at larger Knudsen numbers. In192
this Figure, the numerical solution from the linearised BGK model [40] and the experimental193
data [41] for the rectangular channel with small aspect ratio L2/L3 = 0.02,0.019, respectively,194
are also presented. For the flow in the plane channel (L2/L3 = 0) and the rectangular channel195
(L2/L3 = 0.02), the lateral walls have almost no effect in the slip and transitional flow regimes,196
but significantly reduce G in the free molecular flow regime (Kn > 10). Our DVM D2Q1600197
data agree well with measurements until the early free molecular flow regime. In the full free198
molecular flow regime (Kn > 40), the measurements are closer to the numerical results for the199
rectangular channel than our numerical results for the plane channel. This may be attributed to the200
lateral wall effect in the rectangular channel, which becomes significant as gas molecules are more201
likely to collide with the lateral walls at high Knudsen numbers. It is noted that, in this Figure, all202
the numerical data are obtained with diffuse boundary condition on the channel walls (αt = 1).203
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In Figure 1(b), the influence of gas-wall interaction on G for the plane channel flow is demon-204
strated by DVM D2Q1600 data with αt = 1.00,0.97,0.94. The influence of TMAC αt is small in205
the slip regime and increases with Knudsen number. The reduced mass flow rate G increase with206
decreasing αt . In the transitional flow regime, better agreement with the measurements [41] can207
be seen when we reduce αt from 1.00 to 0.97. Smaller deviation from measurements in the free208
molecular flow regime can be expected for the BGK solution of the plane channel when the lateral209
walls are taken into account, as shown in Figure 1(a).
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Sharipov, L2/L3=0.02
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(a) Diffusive boundary condition
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(b) Diffusive-specular boundary condition
Figure 1: Comparison of reduced mass flow rate G in a plane channel (L2/L3 = 0) with the other numerical data for
a plane channel (L2/L3 = 0) [39] and a rectangular channel (L2/L3 = 0.02) respectively [40], and the experimental
data for a rectangular channel (L2/L3 = 0.019) [41]. All the numerical data are obtained by solving linearised BGK
equation.
210
4.2. 2D porous media211
We will first investigate how rarefaction influences flow properties of 2D porous media. Three212
2D porous geometries are studied, i.e. the square array of circular cylinders, the porous media213
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(a) Square array of circular cylinder
x/L
y/
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(b) Random porous media generated by QSGS
(c) 2D micromodel of Berea sandstone
Figure 2: 2D digital models of porous media, in which the black and white regions represent the matrix and void,
respectively. The image resolution Nx and porosity  are (a) Nx = 800×400,  = 0.75; (b) Nx = 800×400,  = 0.75;
and (c) Nx = 1597 × 1282,  = 0.32.
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randomly generated by the quartet structure generation set (QSGS) [42, 43], and the micromodel214
of Berea sandstone [44] as shown in Fig. 2. The first two 2D models are artificially generated215
with the same porosity  of 0.75, while the third model with  = 0.32 is extracted from a realistic216
rock sample. We simulate the flows in these porous media covering all the flow regimes with217
Kn ranging from 10−4 to 10. In the DVM simulations, different resolutions in the velocity space,218
i.e. D2Q16, D2Q36, D2Q64, D2Q1600 are used, while the D2Q9 model is employed for the219
LBM simulations. The intrinsic permeability k∞ at Kn = 0 is extrapolated from the apparent220
permeability k obtained by the LBM simulations with the bounce-back boundary condition in the221
hydrodynamic flow regime. The accuracy of our DVM solver has been validated in our previous222
work [45].223
Apparent permeability k obtained by the DVM simulations using a refined molecular velocity224
grid D2Q1600 (or D2Q64 which yields the almost identical data as the D2Q1600 at sufficiently225
small Kn) is tabulated in Table 1. For any Kn, the apparent permeability decreases consider-226
ably from the cylinder model, the QSGS model, to the Berea stone model, as the flow geometry227
becomes more complicated.228
Table 1: The (dimensionless) apparent permeability k obtained by the DVM simulations for three 2D geometries at
different Kn
Geometry in Fig. 2 (a) Cylinder (b) QSGS (c) Berea
Kn Knl/Kn = 2.137 Knl/Kn = 29.01 Knl/Kn = 538.8
10−4 1.355 × 10−2 6.887 × 10−5 1.411 × 10−7
10−3 1.385 × 10−2 9.093 × 10−5 3.329 × 10−7
10−2 1.533 × 10−2 2.025 × 10−4 2.107 × 10−6
10−1 3.120 × 10−2 1.266 × 10−3 1.953 × 10−5
100 2.189 × 10−1 1.177 × 10−2 1.960 × 10−4
101 3.701 × 100 1.165 × 10−1 1.958 × 10−3
We now consider the permeability correction k/k∞ with respect to the level of rarefaction. In229
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(a) Square array of circular cylinder
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(b) QSGS model
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Figure 3: Permeability correction k/k∞ versus Knudsen number Kn obtained by the LBM and DVM simulations for
the 2D porous models.
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the first case, the unit cell is a square with a circle positioned at its centre and repeated itself in the230
2D space. The computational domain of 400 × 800 grid points contains only half of the unit cell231
as shown in Fig. 2(a) thanks to the symmetry and periodicity of the configuration. The effective232
Knudsen number Knl = 2.137Kn is estimated with k∞ = 1.368 × 10−2. Figure 3(a) demonstrates233
consistency of the permeability correction k/k∞ obtained by all the examined approaches in the234
continuum limit (Knl . 0.005). However, in the slip regime, the effect of boundary condition on235
the LBM simulation can be observed: the LBM data with the bounce-back and diffuse boundary236
conditions start to deviate from the DVM results at Knl ≈ 0.01 and Knl ≈ 0.2, respectively.237
Because the diffuse boundary condition can capture velocity slip while the bounce-back scheme238
produces non-slip boundary condition, it is not surprising that the LBM with diffuse boundary239
condition perform better in the slip regime [46, 47]. The DVM data show that the analytic solution240
derived from the Stokes approximation with the Maxwell’s slip boundary condition [48] is valid241
when Knl . 0.05. The effect of resolution in the molecular velocity space is pronounced in the242
DVM simulations when Knl & 3 and the largest discrepancy between the D2Q16 and D2Q1600243
models is about 192% at Knl ≈ 20.244
By retaining the same porosity  = 0.75 of the cylindrical configuration, we examine a245
more complex geometry, i.e. randomly-generated porous geometry using the QSGS, as shown246
in Fig. 2(b). The effective Knudsen number Knl = 29.01Kn is estimated with k∞ = 6.317× 10−5.247
From Fig. 3(b), the permeability correction predicted by the LBM and DVM simulations with the248
diffuse boundary condition are in good agreement when Knl . 1. When Knl increases further,249
they start to deviate rapidly. Compared to the cylindrical configuration, the largest difference in the250
permeability correction obtained by the DVM simulations with different velocity resolutions be-251
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comes significantly smaller, e.g. the difference of 24% for the highly rarefied flow with Knl ≈ 200.252
Meanwhile, the DVM simulation will suffer large numerical diffusion in the hydrodynamic regime253
which is caused by insufficient spatial resolution, so the permeability correction is slightly smaller254
than unity at Kn = 10−4. As the LBM was originally developed for the hydrodynamic flows [17],255
its streaming and collision scheme can adsorb numerical diffusion using the effective relaxation256
time of τ˜ = τ+0.5. In general, DVM requires a finer spatial grid in the hydrodynamic flow regime257
than the LBM [49].258
With porosity  of 0.32, the 2D micromodel of Berea sandstone, see Fig. 2(c), represents a259
more complex and realistic porous medium with highly tortuous flow paths. The effective Knud-260
sen number Knl = 538.8Kn is calculated with k∞ = 1.129 × 10−7. With the reference length261
L = 1774µm, the dimensional intrinsic permeability is kˆ∞ = k∞ × L2 = 360mD, while the exper-262
imental value of 445 ± 35mD is measured from the thin section of the 3D Berea sandstone rock263
sample [44]. Figure 3(c) indicates that the resolution of velocity grid becomes less important in all264
the flow regimes with this complex sandstone sample. The maximum difference of the permeabil-265
ity correction predicted by the D2Q16 and D2Q1600 models diminishes to approximately 11%266
at Knl ≈ 4000. As the large flow paths with least resistance dominate the overall permeability in267
this sandstone sample, the low resolution D2Q16 model is sufficient to describe less rarefied flows268
accurately in these large flow paths.269
Figure 3(d) plots the permeability correction in these three cases at different effective Knudsen270
number Knl . Only the accurate high-resolution data obtained from the DVM (D2Q1600) sim-271
ulations are retained, which are compared with the results of the LBM D2Q9 model using the272
diffuse boundary condition. Although the three examined geometries are completely different,273
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dependency of the permeability correction on the effective Knudsen number in the slip and early274
transition flow regimes are almost identical. This demonstrates that the effective Knudsen number275
Knl can reasonably characterise the rarefaction effects in these porous media. Considering the276
flow in the early free molecular regime, i.e. Knl ≈ 20, the relative difference between the LBM277
and DVM results reduces with complexity of the porous geometries, which is roughly 2096%,278
−60% and −27% for the cylindrical, random and sandstone geometries, respectively, suggesting279
that the overall permeability is mainly determined by the less rarefied flow in large flow paths280
where the LBM considering velocity-slip may be sufficiently accurate.281
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Figure 4: Permeability correction k/k∞ versus Knudsen number obtained by the LBM and DVM simulations, and the
Klinkenberg and BKC models for the micromodel of Berea sandstone.
The Klinkenberg-type models are analysed for the micromodel of Berea sandstone. Figure 4282
compares the permeability correction predicted by the Klinkenberg and BKC models, see Eq. (25)283
and Eq. (26). The BKC model with the empirical parameter α = 0, i.e. the viscosity is assumed284
to be constant in all the flow regimes, underestimates the permeability correction in the transition285
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and free-molecular regimes. However, the BKC model with α = 2.2, i.e. second-order correction286
for a 2D channel of length-to-height ratio of 20, overestimates the permeability correction in the287
slip regime. It is found that the BKC model with α = 0.5 performs well in comparison with288
the accurate DVM (D2Q1600) data. Note: the D2Q1600 data are almost identical to the D2Q64289
results, so they are only presented for Kn > 1 in Figure 4. Meanwhile, the Klinkenberg model290
overestimates the permeability correction in the transition and free-molecular regimes by 70%.291
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Figure 5: Permeability correction k/k∞ versus Knudsen number obtained by the DVM D2Q64 with different TMAC
for the micromodel of Berea sandstone.
The influence of TMAC αt on permeability correction for the micromodel of Berea sandstone292
is illustrated by DVM D2Q64 data with αt = 1.0,0.8,0.5 in Figure 5. Similar to the case of293
channel flow shown in Figure 1, decreasing αt slightly increases the permeability correction k/k∞.294
Permeability correction dependence on TMAC for array of square cylinders has been analysed in295
our previous work [45]. From that study, the permeability correction also increases with reducing296
αt . The accuracy of slip-corrected model, e.g. the Klinkenberg correction, becomes considerably297
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worse when the TMAC deviates from unity.298
4.3. 3D porous media299
(a) Cubic sphere packing (b) Sand-pack sample
(c) Shale sample
Figure 6: 3D digital models of porous media, in which the matrix is represented by (a) grey colour; (b) & (c) red
colour. The image resolution Nx and porosity  are (a) Nx = 400 × 200 × 200,  = 0.75; (b) Nx = 300 × 300 × 300,
 = 0.38; and (c) Nx = 400 × 400 × 400,  = 0.17.
We now investigate rarefied flows in 3D porous media including a simple cubic array of300
spheres, a sand-pack sample, and a shale rock sample, see Fig. 6. In the first case, the sphere model301
is artificially generated with the porosity  of 0.75, while for the sand-pack model1,  = 0.38,302
1Retrieved from http://xct.anu.edu.au/network_comparison/#data_sets
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L = 2.754mm, and the shale model is reconstructed from the Fayetteville shale sample [50],303
which has  = 0.17 and L = 4.6µm. In the first case, the unit cell is a cubic box with a304
sphere placed at its centre and repeated itself in the 3D space. The computational domain con-305
tains only a quarter of the unit cell as shown in Fig. 6(a) because of the symmetry and periodicity306
of the configuration. To ensure a wide range of rarefaction is considered, we set up our simu-307
lations with Kn = 10−3,10−2,10−1,1 for each geometry. The intrinsic permeability is obtained308
by the LBM simulations using the D3Q19 model with the bounce-back scheme on solid surfaces309
at Kn = 10−4, and different resolution in the molecular velocity space, i.e. D3Q64, D3Q216,310
D3Q1728, are considered in the DVM simulations. The intrinsic permeability k∞ is calculated311
to be 1.490 × 10−2,9.819 × 10−6, and 8.074 × 10−6 for the sphere and sand-pack models and the312
rock sample, respectively. The value of k∞ = 1.497 × 10−2 was reported for the sphere model313
by solving the Stokes equations [51], which is very close to our computed value. The intrinsic314
permeability of sand-pack model is only 21.6% larger than that of shale model while the porosity315
is significantly bigger, leading to smaller (dimensionless) average pore size L∗/L = Kn/Knl , see316
Eq. (24).317
The apparent permeability k obtained by the DVM simulations with the finest molecular ve-318
locity grid at different levels of rarefaction is listed in Table 2. The apparent permeability at a319
specific Kn is found to decrease when the porous flow geometry becomes more complex, which is320
consistent with the finding from the 2D cases. Although the (dimensionless) apparent permeability321
k of sand-pack and shale samples are in the same order of magnitude, the characteristic length L,322
i.e. rock size, of shale is smaller than that of sand-pack by three-order of magnitude. Therefore,323
the dimensional apparent permeability kˆ of shale sample is six-order of magnitude smaller than324
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that of sand-pack sample at the same Kn.325
Table 2: The (dimensionless) apparent permeability k obtained by the DVM simulations. The dimensional apparent
permeability can be obtained by kˆ = kL2, where the rock sizes of sand-pack and shale samples are L = 2.754 ×
10−3m,4.6 × 10−6m respectively.
Geometry in Fig. 6 (a) Sphere (b) Sand-pack (c) Shale
Kn Knl/Kn = 2.506 Knl/Kn = 69.55 Knl/Kn = 51.30
10−3 1.515 × 10−2 1.251 × 10−5 1.000 × 10−5
10−2 1.730 × 10−2 4.272 × 10−5 2.454 × 10−5
10−1 3.871 × 10−2 3.392 × 10−4 1.536 × 10−4
100 2.237 × 10−1 3.324 × 10−3 1.367 × 10−3
The permeability correction for the 3D porous models is also found to increase with Kn which326
is consistent with the 2D cases, see Fig. 7. Again, the LBM with the bounce-back scheme cannot327
predict accurate permeability correction in the slip flow regime while the kinetic boundary condi-328
tion, which can help to capture velocity-slip at solid surface, can extend the validity of the LBM329
D3Q19 model to the early transition flow regime. While the permeability correction increases330
with Kn, the resolution of the velocity space becomes less important for accurate DVM simula-331
tions with increasing complexity of porous geometries. For example, for highly rarefied flow with332
Kn = 1, the predicted permeability by the D3Q64 model deviates 5.7% from the more accurate333
D3Q216 model for the simple sphere model, while small difference of 0.6% is observed between334
the D3Q64 model and the more accurate D3Q1728 model for the sand-pack porous medium. This335
is because the overall permeability is mainly determined by the less rarefied flow in large flow336
paths where the low-resolution DVM is sufficiently accurate. This finding has significant indi-337
cation to pore-scale direct simulation for the real rock samples. To provide accurate prediction338
of the permeability which is a global parameter, DVM simulation with relatively low resolution339
i.e. D3Q64 is sufficient to capture rarefaction effects, resulting in significant reduction of com-340
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Figure 7: Permeability correction k/k∞ versus Knudsen number Kn for the 3D porous models.
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putational cost. Meanwhile, the LBM cannot capture rarefaction effect. For example, for highly341
rarefied flow, the LBM over-predicts permeability correction for the case of cubic array of spheres342
but under-predicts for the other cases.343
It is also demonstrated that the BKC model always yields higher permeability correction than344
the Klinkenberg model. The difference between them increases noticeably with the rarefaction345
level which grows to around 55% at Knl = 10. For highly rarefied flows, the DVM are lower346
than these two heuristic models for the sphere and shale cases but are between them for the sand-347
pack case. To use these heuristic Klinkenberg-type models, empirical parameters, such as c, τh in348
Eqs. (25), (28) need to be calibrated for each porous medium [21, 20]. For more sophisticated349
model, e.g. the APF of Eq. (29), additional parameters δ′ and D f need to be evaluated. As these350
empirical parameters are different for each sample and also depend on flow conditions, these351
Klinkenberg-type models cannot be of any practical use for ultra-tight porous media.352
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Figure 8: Streamlines (arrows) and distribution of density (Rho) at the three cross sections xˆ/L = 0.05,0.5,0.95.
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Figure 9: Cut-off view of the samples
Figure 8 depicts the streamlines and distribution of density at three cross sections xˆ/L =353
0.05,0.5,0.95 obtained by DVM for the sand-pack and shale rock samples. Highly tortuous354
streamlines in both porous media can be observed. However, the density in each stream-wise355
cross section of sand-pack model is more homogeneous than that of shale model, which may be356
due to more cross-linked pores (in y-z plane) in the sand-pack sample while there are more iso-357
lated pores in the shale sample. It can also be seen from Fig. 9, there are more throats or pore358
constrictions in the sand-pack model than the shale sample, which leads to larger flow resistance359
in the sand-pack model. Therefore, these samples have similar intrinsic permeability although360
their porosities are very different. The combination of relative big pores with narrow throats in the361
sand-pack sample may result in smaller (dimensionless) average pore size than the shale sample.362
To assess the practical use of the two numerical methods, we compare the computational cost363
of LBM D2Q9 and DVM D2Q16 for the 2D Berea sample; LBM D3Q19 and DVM D3Q64 for364
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the 3D shale sample at Kn = 10−1. Wall clock time of serial calculation on a single core of Intel i7-365
4770 processor of a workstation (Dell Precision Tower 7910) is recorded for fair comparison. The366
wall clock times of the LBM and DVM simulations are 5.65 and 1.26 hours respectively for the367
2D Berea sample, and are 40.29 and 649.3 hours respectively for the 3D shale rock sample. The368
difference is mainly owning to the number of discrete velocity, approximation of advection term369
and convergence rate. We have recently developed a multi-level parallel DVM solver to enable370
practical pore-scale simulation, where the parallel performance of the solver is analyzed [52].371
5. Conclusions and remarks372
Here, we have used the gas kinetic model to directly simulate gas flows inside the porous media373
utilising the digital images of porous media to accurately predict the permeability enhancement374
due to rarefaction effects. The commonly-used standard LBM cannot capture rarefaction effects,375
although the kinetic boundary condition, which captures velocity-slip at surface, can extend the376
validity of the LBM to the slip flow regime. While the Klinkenberg model extends the validity377
of the Darcy law to the slip flow regime, the heuristically extended Klinkenberg-type models to378
all the flow regime, e.g. the BKC model, are not of any practical use because of many unknown379
empirical parameters which need to be calibrated for each porous media. And even worse, these380
parameters also depend on flow conditions. By contrast, our kinetic solver can accurately predict381
apparent permeability without introducing any empirical parameters, which offers a promising382
new way for digital rock analysis. As flows in the large flow paths are less rarefied, which have383
dominant contribution to the overall permeability, the requirement on the velocity-space resolution384
can be significantly reduced for the DVM simulations, resulting in more affordable computational385
28
costs.386
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